
Grade: Salary Range: 

Duties and Responsibilities:

Qualifications and Education

Job Title:

: 1015 Half Street SE, Washington DC, 20003 

: dchr@dc.gov 

: (202) 442-9700 

Job Summary:


	Agency Name: Office of Contracting and Procurement 
	Text1: Contract Specialist 
	Text2: CS-Grade 13
	Text3: $98,176-$126,508
	Text4: The DC Office of Contracting and Procurement (OCP) is a dynamic public agency proudly serving the over 700,000 residents of the District of Columbia. OCP provides contracting services for client agencies and offices in the District. The mission of OCP is to partner with vendors and District agencies to purchase quality goods and services in a timely manner and at a reasonable cost, while ensuring that all purchasing actions are conducted fairly and impartially. OCP manages the acquisition of over $5.7 billion in goods, services, and construction annually on behalf of 79 District agencies. OCP is powered by a diverse team of innovative professionals committed to helping our client agencies reach their goals and accomplish their missions.  In addition to contracting and procurement services, OCP’s Surplus Property Division collects, manages, and reuses District-owned and federal surplus property. The incumbent is FULLY PROFICIENT in contracting and procurement. The Contract Specialist serves as a senior specialist and is the top level within the Contract Specialist job progression series, fully qualified to procure materials for the District.  The incumbent uses advanced knowledge of purchasing activities to procure highly specialized and complex goods, services and or equipment.  At this level, the emphasis is on managing the bid selection process, conducting pricing analyses, and negotiating with potential contractors.  The incumbent works as the team lead, providing technical advice, guidance, and ad hoc training to senior staff, his/her unit and junior staff. 
	Text5: The incumbent must develop essentially new or modified techniques for obtaining effective results. Expert knowledge of contracting methods, contract types, and acquisition planning and implementation of contracts to carry out pre-award and post-award procurement actions such as formal advertising negotiation, fixed price cost contracting, and use of special provisions and incentive programs. Professional knowledge of cost/price and market analysis techniques such as cost estimating sufficient to evaluate a contractor's proposal and prepare a pre-negotiation position with justification.   
	Text6: A. Completion of all mandatory training prescribed by the head of the agency for progression to GS-12 or higher-level contracting positions, including at least 4-years’ experience in contracting or related positions. At least 1 year of that experience must have been specialized experience at or equivalent to work at the next lower level of the position, and must have provided the knowledge, skills, and abilities to perform successfully the work of the position. andB. A 4-year course of study leading to a bachelor's degree, that included or was supplemented by at least 24 semester hours in any combination of the following fields: accounting, business, finance, law, contracts, purchasing, economics, industrial management, marketing, quantitative methods, or organization and management.


